
Some pioneers of coasteering
Edward Pyatt

The last decade has seen a rise in interest in rock-climbing on Britain's sea-cliffs
and the standards of the routes on Anglesey and at certain locations in the West
Country are as high now as anywhere inland. However it is of considerable interest
to find that there is a historical thread running back for three-quarters of a century
and more, during which time the work of a few outstanding individuals has passed
almost unnoticed. Sea-cliff-climbing is not, therefore, just an extension of
mountain rock-climbing into non-mountain areas, but rather an independent
entity having had its own innovators and having developed its own traditions and
methods.

Features of a shore-line are defined by the positions thereon of the high and
low-water marks. These are not fixed absolutely rigidly but depend at any
particular time on the relative effects of the principal tide makers-the moon and
the sun-and on the ellipticity of the orbit of the earth. Above high-water mark is
known as backshore, between the marks is foreshore, below low-water mark is
offshore. The cliff line marks the boundary between land and sea, the point
currently reached in the erosion process; it can vary from a low bank in soft rocks
to a steep crag, perhaps as much as 300m high, in hard. The craggier sea-cliffs
obviously offer conventional climbing sport to mountaineers either on the rock
faces or on residual features left behind by erosion in the form of stacks, pinnacles
and so on. There are problems of approach. If a feature rises above the backshore
it can be reached by walking, on the foreshore its foot is only accessible at some
lower states of the tide, offshore the approach has to be by boat, by swimming or
by a traverse from an adjacent foreshore.

There is, however, one other climbing activity available on sea-cliffs which is
unique to this particular terrain. This is to traverse the cliff foot below steep and
unclimbable cliff sections from one easy-way-down to the next; the quality of the
rocks matters little since that portion within reach of the sea will always be sound.
The cliff has of course to include substantial sections of the foreshore type; too
much backshore cliff and the expedition is merely an arduous walk; too much
offshore cliff and a traverse can only be carried out by conventional rock-climbing.
Most lengthy routes will involve a mixture of all 3, but it is the foreshore sections
which provide the widest variety of problem.

The bigger the tidal range, the vertical distance between high and low-water
marks, the more sporting becomes the traverse. Sometimes the climber faces a
problem which can only be passed at a particularly low tide, so that he is forced to

time the whole expedition to arrive precisely at that moment. The n!lture of the
foreshore may vary from tide to tide-sometimes, for example, small beaches of
sand are scoured away completely to be replaced when the conditions revert to
normal. Route finding may be intricate through boulder fields, over and round
ribs and buttresses, and broken up by pools and arms of the sea. Often there is a
treacherous slime or seaweed coating on many boulders, calling for a technique
which one of the pioneers dubbed 'touch and pass'. Above all, the climber must
know exactly the position of the 'easy-way' for which he is aiming and be sun~ that
he can reach it in the time at his disposal.

Some years ago I suggested the term 'coasteering' to cover the climber's
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7 Traverse near Wicca, Comwall (Photo: E. Pyalt collection)

77 Torbay traverse, Devon (Photo:John Cleare)

activitie on the coa tline, defining it as 'the application of the p-rinciple of
mountaineering and rock climbing to the scenic features of the coastline'.
Coa teering has much in common with mountaineering. It uses similar technique
and equipment and lead into imilar situation. It ha imilar objeCtives-the
a cent of ummits, the climbing of rocks for their own sake, the e ploration of
relatively inaccc ible and relatively unattainable tenain. It i canied out on the
border of the familiar world and an alien world 0 that the more violent mood of
nature can be observed and admired witholll actual need to be involved with them;
the mountaineer on the other hand has a tually to enter an alien world in order to
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practi e hi sport. The c1ifT fool traverse and the problem of access in thi
pecialized lerrain are peculiar to ea-cliffs.

The c1ifT foot traverse will be linked for ever with the name of certain pioneers,
who e precise roles in the development may tend to be overlooked in the flurry of
the recent advance .

Arthur Westlake Andrew (I 6 -1959) wa a notable member of the AC. His
mountain experience included several Alpine region and orway; he wa co
author with J. M. Archer Thomson of the famou Climbs on Lliwedd and was one of
the fil'sl men to climb Briti h rock in tenni hoe. He fir t went to Cornwall as a
child in the I 70, but only much later after travelling and climbing elsewhere did
he realize the rock-climbing potentialities of the local sea-cliffs. He later claimed
Ihal 'one of hi early ambitions wa to make a complete traver e of the shore of the
Briti h lies between low and high tide marks'-the birth of an idea, the basi of the
coasleering traverse as we know it today. He began on the coa t of the W tip of
Cornwall in 1902 and 3 years later described his discoveries in the Climbers Club

Journal. He eventually retired in 1922 to Tregerthen near Zennor, extended his
explorations of various clifTs and became e tablished as the sole, and therefore the
leading sea-cliff climber. A climber's guide-book to Cornish climbing appeared in
1950. He lived to see ever increasing numbers' of climbers turning to the W, but
mis ed unfortunately the great upsurge of the 60s which established the West
Country as a major climbing area. He had never doubted that one day it would
becomeju tlhat.

E. A. Newell Arber ofTriniry College, Cambridge- niversiry demonstrator in
paleobotany-was not a mountaineer. His claim to inclusion among the pioneers
res IS on his highly entertaining book The Coast Scenery of North Devon (Dent, 1911;
re em reprint) and the remarkable sugge tion for cliff foot traver e outlined
therein.

'To those who are imerested and active no beller advice can be given than to combine with
the cliff walk the more difficult and much more laborious method of progre ing along
the beach ... It i true that in many di trict , in order to make any progress thereon,
energy, strength and determination are necessary, and an e1emem of danger i not
altogether absem ' .. Rock climber, and those fond ofscrambling in unfrequemed places,
will find in the beaches of the roughest portion of this coa t a new paradise, which i
certain (0 meet with their approval.'

The problem of a lengthy traver e would require, he added-

'... slUdies as erious as those which were necessary when, in former days, some
umrodden Alpine peak was to be allacked'.

He recommended the carrying of an alpenstock! Arber, who died jusI after the
1914-18 War, never had the necessary climbing skills, and so for the next 30 years
the itualion awaited the man.

Clement Hugh Archer, a member of HM Diplomatic Service in the Far East,
joined the AC in December 1927, with a list ofJapanese and Korean peaks, some
Lake Di trict walking and a little Alpine experience. His name is still revered in
Korean climbing circles. Early in the 1950 he retired to the West Country and
began almost immediately to carry out Arber's great design of a clifT foot traverse
from Porlock to Bo ca tie (close on 100 miles). It is not clear if his in piration came
from Arber' book; more probably he wa an innovator, who only heard
afterwards about the earlier work. Certainly he knew nothing of Andrews and the
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79 Tyrolean traverse, near DawllSh, 5 Devon (ThIS and TUxt photo:John Cleare)
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aCtivilie in W Cortl\\lall.
Archer was not a particularly neat or kilful climber, bUI he made up for this by

his drive and enthusiasm. The tidal range on this coast is tremendous, in places
well over 20fl, accentuating the necessity of reaching points of difficulty exactly at
low tide. During the following ears Archer, with his clo'e friend Cecil Agar,
beavered aWilY at the earch for easy-ways-down, for traversing line on cliff face
and far routes over and round the end of ribs and promontories. Finally
completing every inch of the traverse Ihal Arber had proposed. This was a quite
remarkable feat of exploration and a tribute to Archer' ingle-minded per istence.
The details are ·t out in hi Coastal Climbs in J ortlt Devon (Privately 1961, with
supplernelll in 1963 and 1965). The author did not live to realize the outstanding
nature of hi cOlllribution, for he died shortly afterward following an accident
while making meteorol gicalobservation .

Tom George Longstaff(1 75-1964) and Alben Fred rick Murnrnery (1856-95)
need no introduction in these pages. Both had a Reeting connection with
coa teering, yet neither made any lasting contribution to it, even though their
ellart ante-dale the more ubstantial developmems outlined above. The former in
his autObiography-This My Voyage (1950)-revealed only late in life ome deadl of
his limbing on the coast of Devon in the I 80s.

'The climbs were near! all horizonral traverses. The rules were 10 gel round the head
land between Ihe lOp of the clirr and the sea below. keeping above high-waler mark if
pO iblc.·

He also pion ered climb at Baggy Point and on Lundy, both now area of
con iderable development.
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I The ud/e, SarI< (This and next photo: E. PJaU)

Mummer)' contributed the notes on 'Chalk' to W. P. Hasketr mith's Climbing in
lhe Briti h hles-England (I 94) and it is.iu t po sible that it wa this writing which
infiuenced the young Andrews .

. . . . traverses of great interest and no lighl difTiculry are frequently possible for con
sideraule dislance (on the c1irrs bet,veen Dover and SI Margaret'sJ. A good objectifmay be
found in Ihe end avour to work OUl a route 10 the various small beaches that are cut orr
Iram the outer world by the high tide and c1irrs.'

The poor luality of the chalk forced Mummer'y to xplore horizontall . rather than
vertically and thu to produce the Ort of traverse which is now an important part of
coa teering.

L slie arnet hadbolt (I 3-1973) wa alway a sociated with one particular
cliff area-the Channel Island of ark, after he de cri bed the Autelet tacks in the
Climbers' Club Journal in 1912. ertain of our traditional coa teering stOrie aro e
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therefrom-the use of limpets as holds (a sharp tap makes them cling tight) and the
failure of limpets as portable holds (they do not cling tight if placed on unfamiliar
rock, but drop off into the sea). Except for one or two places, said Shadbolt, Sark
could be traversed between low-water mark and 50ft above high-water mark for
the whole 20 to 30 miles of its coastline. Porter in Shadbolt's obituary (AJ 79 284)
refers to one of the harder parts of this climb completed together in 1926.

Much of the traverse, which is mere walking and scrambling, cannot be classed
as climbing. It is however of considerable interest to note that it is all described in a
booklet Guide to the Coast, Caves and Bays of Sark by G. and L. Latrobe, first
published in 1914, and still on sale in a 5th Edition in 1976. The interplay of in
Auence between Shadbolt and the Latrobes is difficult to determine at this distance,

but undoubtedly this book has done much to perpetuate the legend of a traverse. 1

At the hands of these stalwarts, and more particularly of the first 3 of them, a
new climbing art form was evolved, peculiar one might feel to the varied cliff lines
and tidal ranges of these islands. Recent years have seen similar expeditions at
other parts of the coast-in N Cornwall, S. Devon and Dorset to name but a few.
Maybe one day Andrews's ambition will come to be worked out everywhere; it is an
exciting prospect for the future and one very !1?uch within the capabilities of more
moderate climbers.

Mountain landscape - erosion landforms
Charles Mont

The geologist's definition of a mountain, quoted by Basil Booth in 'Continents in
collision' (AJ 80 56) is very restricted:

' ... a mountain is not just an elevated area, it is also underlain by strongly folded and
faulted rocks, or indeed by large igneous masses such as granite bathol'iths or piles of
ancient volcano tuffs and lavas. If on the other hand the area is underlain by sedimentary
rocks which are more or less horizontal or gently dipping, they should not be called
mountains. '

The geographer's definition (A Dictionary of Geography, W. G. Moore, Penguin
Books, 1960) suggests a much wider scope:

'A mass of land considerably higher than its surroundings .. the summit area of a
mountain is small in proportion to the area of its base. Mountains may be formed by earth
movements, by erosion (the more resistant rocks being left while the softer rocks
surrounding them are worn away) or by volcanic action.'

The mountaineer, who can if he wishes eschew all science, will be satisfied with
Geoffrey Winthrop Young's:

'earth set a little higher above the face of earth.

ctimber and RamlJter (July 1977) reports a complete traverse of the Island coast during April
1977 by C. Kemp and C. Rhodes-'a 4-day marathon' of climbing, scrambling and
walking.
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